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Remote Sensing for Conservation: Uses, Prospects and Challenges   

Zoological Society of London Symposium – Regents Park, London, UK 



Goals of Symposium 

• Technical: introduce and reinforce the power of remote 

sensing for conservation 

 

• Social: promote communication, engagement, and 

partnerships across the remote sensing and conservation 

communities 



Argument  

• New developments in the fields of in situ, airborne, and satellite remote sensing 

are providing the datasets necessary for remote sensing to support biodiversity 

research and conservation applications. 

• These remote sensing developments are driving better integration between the 

remote sensing and conservation communities—a social phenomenon, and a 

goal of this workshop. 

• Better integration between the communities is driving progress in remote 

sensing.    

• So, technical integration is promoting social integration and vice versa. 

Technical 

Integration 

Social 

Integration 

 

• In the end, can we integrate new remote sensing techniques often developed 

by ecologists for ecology with satellite remote sensing tools largely developed 

by Earth system scientists for climatology and other “global” pursuits?  In so 

doing, can we globalize conservation biology?  

 



Helicobacterium pylorii Genome from: 

http://biocrs.biomed.brown.edu/Books/Chapters/Ch%2038/Pylori-

Genome.gif 

(Source: Wikipedia) (Source: Wikipedia) 

A Perspective on the Challenge of Scale 

http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/gallery/mcidas-greatest-hits/Goes-8.gif


A NASA Perspective: Earth as a Planet 

(from Apollo 17 Crew, December 7, 1972) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_Earth_seen_from_Apollo_17.jpg


REMOTE SENSING OF BIODIVERSITY 
2 Approaches 



New Approach to Mapping 

Vegetation in 3D 
• Dandois and Ellis used <$4000 hexakopters 

with off-the-shelf digital RGB cameras and 

Ecosynth “Structure from Motion” computer 

vision algorithms to take sets of overlapping 

low altitude (<130m) photos and create 3D 

point clouds of 30-67 points m-2 to generate 

understory digital terrain models (DTMs) and 

canopy height models (CHMs) in MD forests 

• CHMs highly correlated with a lidar CHM 

acquired 4 days earlier; biomass and carbon 

densities less well correlated 

• Changes in canopy relative greenness were 

highly correlated (R2=0.87) with MODIS NDVI 

• Ecosynth time series measures captured 

vegetation structural and spectral phenological 

dynamics at the individual tree scale with the 

same sensor 

• New era of participatory remote sensing? 

High spatial resolution three-dimensional 

mapping of vegetation spectral dynamics using 

computer vision       RSE 136:259-276 (2013) 

Jonathan P. Dandois and Erle C. Ellis/UMBC  



(from Carnegie Airborne Observatory Image Gallery at http://cao.ciw.edu/?page=images) 

Biochemistry to Taxonomic Diversity 



Camera Traps 

(Source: Wikipedia, Prashanth Nuggehalli Srinivas) 



From Light to the 

Power of Sound 

• Field of Soundscape Ecology 

leveraging cheap, rugged 

automated recorders and sound 

analysis software 

• Analogues to light remote sensing 

abound; now in a sonic index-

generation phase 

• Soundscapes converted into color-

coded spectrograms for 

visualization by Michael Towsey of 

Queensland University of 

Technology; changes over the 

course of a day (= “acoustic 

weather”) or over seasons to 

years (= “acoustic climate”); 

potential is there to track acoustic 

climate change though biology 

• Pijanowski and team compared 

soundscapes with lidar data in 

Costa Rica; hot spots for vocal 

species correlate with large gaps 

in upper forest canopy and dense 

foliage in lower canopy 

• A Big Data challenge” “terabytes 

of sound” 

 

 

(Kelly Servick, 2014, Science 343:834-837) 

(soundscape ecologist Purdue/Bryan Pijanowksi on a research tower in Borneo) 





Dietz et al. (2008), Heide-Jørgensen et al. (2003), Laidre et al. (2005)    (slide: UWA/Kristin Laidre 2011) 

2006-2007 



ICARUS Coming to ISS in 2015 



Environmental DNA (eDNA) 



Night Lights Imagery from VIIRS 



And, of course, Cell Phones 

“Creativity is 

just connecting 

things.” 

 

Steve Jobs 
(BrainyQuote) 



Citizen Science 

Christmas Bird Count 

http://www.usanpn.org/home
http://audubon.org/


                  

 

GenBank  

WWF/ZSL Living Planet Index 

USFS Forest Inventory and Analysis National Program 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.iucnredlist.org/
http://www.ilternet.edu/
http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BBS/index.html
http://www.birdlife.org/index.html
http://www.movebank.org/


So, do we still need satellites for this? 

(credit:NASA/NOAA/GSFC/Suomi NPP/VIIRS/Norman Kuring) 



Ubiquitous Smallsats 

First of Planet Labs Flock Leaves ISS on 11 February 2014  

(photo by JAXA astronaut Koichi Wakata) 



Group on Earth Observations (GEO) 
A Framework for Integration 



GEO Biodiversity Observation 

Network (GEO BON) 



Thank You 



Back Up 



NASA Earth Science Missions 

Current & Planned 



Christian  Rutz et al., Science  318:765  (2007) 

Animals as Sensors 

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/vol318/issue5851/images/large/318_765_F1.jpeg


• On March 6, Raphael Pirker, an 

Austrian entrepreneur based in 

Hong Kong at TBS Avionics had his 

FAA fine thrown out by NTSB 

administrative law judge Patrick 

Geraghty’s ruling, opening the door 

for private drone flights 

• FAA promising to appeal 

• TBS Avionics quadcopters sell for 

$2500 

• Much remains to be worked out but 

the potential of drones on rise 

• Tinkering phase: similar to car 

makers in the early 20th Century    

 


